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There are two ways to register for Amazon Sponsored Products and start advertising your products:

The ‘Advertising’ tab in Seller Central

https://sellercentral-europe.amazon.com/gp/homepage.html

Enter your payment information, read and accept the 
Terms & Conditions.
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The ‘Start Advertising’ button on the Amazon Service 
home page

http://sp.amazon.co.uk

Enter your payment information, read and accept the 
Terms & Conditions.
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Registering for Sponsored Products
BEFORE YOU START:
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Sponsored Products is a great way to drive more traffic to your Amazon product listings. With Sponsored Products you create 
and manage advertising campaigns using the Campaign Manager.

GOAL SETTING

Before you start building campaigns, it is important to know what business goals you want to accomplish with your campaigns. 
Your business goals could be to drive sales of a new product to generate reviews, to improve sales of your low performing SKUs, 
to clear inventory, or simply, to advertise your entire catalog to drive more traffic to your products. Make sure you have a specific 
business goal for each campaign, so that you can plan the daily budget for that campaign and track its campaign performance 
accordingly.

KEY TERMS

Campaign Manager You can think of the Campaign Manager as your control panel that enables you to manage your ads, control 
your advertising spend and analyze the performance and return on investment for each of your campaigns.

Campaign is a framework for managing your ads so that you can accomplish your desired business goals. The essential 
elements of a campaign include campaign name, channel (aka publisher), start and end dates, daily budget and ad groups.

Ad Group is a collection of ads within a campaign that share a group of related keywords. Ad groups allow you to segment a 
campaign by grouping together related products (or ads) to achieve greater focus. A campaign is made up of one or more ad 
groups.

Ads are what the customer see when they search using the keywords you’ve chosen for your ad groups. Each ad corresponds to 
a product that you’d like to advertise. An ad group is made up of one or more ads.

Keywords are words used to target your ads to potential customers. They are critical to ad performance and serve two primary 
purposes – ad targeting and cost-per-click bidding. Keyword targeting is essential to ad performance. Amazon matches the 
keywords contained in your ad group to the search terms that customers are searching for on Amazon. The SKUs (or ads) in the 
ad group of that keyword can be displayed as ads to the customer. 

Goal setting and key terms
BEFORE YOU START:
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Sign into your Seller Central account at https://sellercentral-europe.amazon.com/gp/homepage.html, hover your cursor over the 
‘ADVERTISING’ tab located near the top of the page, and click the ‘Campaign Manager’ link, which leads you to the Campaign 
Manager interface as shown below.

Your campaign manager
CREATING CAMPAIGNS: 
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To create a new campaign, click the ‘Create campaign’ button, which brings you to the campaign settings page.  Define your 
campaign settings, including the campaign budget, duration, and targeting type, as shown below.

Upon completing the fields in the campaign settings page, click ‘Continue to the next step’ at the bottom of the page to start 
creating a new ad group.

Automatic vs. Manual Targeting

Campaigns with automatic targeting use keywords automatically chosen by 
Amazon. This is designed to generate more search traffic to your ads because 
Amazon targets your ads to all possible relevant customer searches based on 
your product information. Campaigns with manual targeting use keywords you 
specifically select to display your ads. Amazon matches the keywords contained 
in your Ad Group to the search terms that customers are using on Amazon.

Consider using automatic targeting: 

● To learn which customer search keywords generate traffic to your ads
● When you’re not sure which keywords to use
● When you want to save time creating new Sponsored Products ads
● When your manually selected keywords are not generating the number 

of impressions and clicks that you want.

Create a new campaign
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Creating an ad group is an integral part of creating a new campaign. Recall that ad groups allow you to segment your 
campaigns by grouping together related products (‘ads’) that share the same keywords. 

To create an ad group, you need to name the ad group, enter a default bid, and select the products that you’d like to 
advertise under the same ad group. 

If you’ve chosen automatic targeting, you can simply click ‘Save and finish’ to complete your new campaign creation process.

Figure 4: Campaign Settings

Create a new ad group

If you’ve chosen manual targeting, you can choose from the list of 
recommended keywords, add your own keywords, or use a 
combination of the two. You have the option of using a default bid 
that applies to all of your selected keywords, or you can set a 
custom bid for individual keywords. 

CREATING CAMPAIGNS: 
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To add more ad groups to your campaign, go to the Campaign Details page by clicking the name of the campaign that you 
would like to add ad groups to.

Click the ‘Create ad group’ button then follow the same procedure outlined in step 1.2. 

Add ad groups to your campaign
CREATING CAMPAIGNS: 
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To create more ads in your ad group, go to the Ad Group Details page by clicking the name of the ad group that you would like to 
add ads to.

Click the ‘Create ads’ button. Select the product(s) you would like to advertise then click the ‘Done’ button. 

Create more ads for your ad group
CREATING CAMPAIGNS: 
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To view or change the settings of your campaign, such as the campaign name, average daily budget, and campaign duration, go 
to the Campaign Details page by clicking the name of the campaign.

Click the ‘Campaign Settings’ tab to view or change the settings.

Change your campaign settings
CREATING CAMPAIGNS: 
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To view or change the settings of your ad group, such as the ad group status (enabled, paused, archived), ad group name, and 
default bid amount, go to the Ad Group Details page by clicking the name of the ad group.

Click the ‘Ad Group Settings’ tab to view or change the settings.

Change your ad group settings
CREATING CAMPAIGNS: 
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To view or adjust the keywords of your ad group, go to the Ad Group Details page by clicking the name of an ad group. Click the 
‘Keywords’ tab.

If the targeting type of your ad group is set to automatic targeting, you can view the Automatic Targeting Report by clicking ‘Get 
report’. 

Adjust the keywords of your ad group
CREATING CAMPAIGNS: 
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You should regularly test, review, and refine your campaigns as necessary to keep them performing well.

You can view the most basic metrics for each campaign, ad group, and ad in the Managing Advertising, Campaign Details, and 
Ad Group Settings pages respectively. You can also customize the time frame of the metrics (i.e. Week to date, Last week, Month 
to date, Lifetime, etc.). Additional metrics are tracked in the Advertising Reports. 

Definitions of metrics:

● Impressions: the number of times your ad is displayed on a page, so an Amazon shopper can see it.
● Clicks: the number of times your ad is clicked by Amazon shoppers when displayed.
● Spend: the total click charges accrued for your campaigns.
● Sales: the total product sales generated within one week of clicks on your ads.
● ACoS: the percentage of attributed sales spent on advertising.  ACoS = Total Spend ÷ Total Sales
● Cost per Click: also known as CPC, the final amount you are charged for a click on your ad.
● Click Through Rate: also known as CTR, the number of click-throughs as a percentage of ad impressions. 
● Conversion: the number of sales transactions generated as a percentage of ad clicks.

Basic metrics
TRACK YOUR CAMPAIGNS: 
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You can view additional performance metrics, including impressions, click through rate (CTR), attributed sales, and conversion, 
by clicking the ‘View advertising reports’ link, or by navigating to ‘Advertising Reports’ under ‘Reports’.

The table below outlines what information each of the advertising reports contains. 

Advertising reports
TRACK YOUR CAMPAIGNS: 

Report Name How to use the report? What metrics does the report track?

Performance over time See a summary of your clicks and spend 
over a specified time period

The clicks, average CPC, and total spend in specified 
timeframe

Performance by SKU See SKU-level performance including click 
and impression data summarized for all 
campaigns over a period of time

The clicks, impressions, click through rate (CTR), total 
spending, average CPC for each SKU (ad)

Automatic targeting report See which customer searches triggered 
your automatic targeted ads for the past 
60 days

Actual search terms entered by customers that generated 
at least 1 click on your ad, and the impressions, clicks and 
conversion data for your automatic targeted ads

Bid by keywords Compare your current keyword bids to the 
marketplace average winning bid for the 
same keyword

Your maximum bid and the average winning bid of the 
prior 7 days for all your active keywords

Other ASIN Report Review the details on the Other ASINs 
purchased after a customer clicked on 
your ad

The attributed sales of other ASINs and the keywords, 
ads, ad groups, and campaigns that triggered such sales

Campaign Performance report Review the comprehensive performance 
history of your advertising campaigns for 
the past 60 days

The clicks, impressions, click through rate (CTR), total 
spending, average CPC of each SKU (ad), attributed order 
units, attributed sales, conversion for each campaign, 
including results for each ad group, SKU, and keyword
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Adjust keywords

● Use the Automatic Targeting Report to identify high performing customer search terms, or use the Campaign 
Performance Report to identify high performing keywords.

● Add these high performing terms or keywords to the appropriate ad group and consider adjusting your bids to 
increase impressions.

● Look at SKUs with fewer than 5 keywords and consider adding more keywords to your ad group.

Adjust bids

● Compare your current keyword bid to the average winning bid to set your bidding strategy.
● Adjust your bids on the top performing keywords to meet your business goals.
● Identify low impression keywords and consider increasing your maximum bid.
● Monitor performance and update keyword bids often to meet your business goals.

Add ads

● Use the other ASINs report to identify the other ASINs sold and review which ads (advertised ASINs) and 
keywords were attributed to the sale.

● Consider creating new ads for these other ASINs and associated keywords.

Adjust daily budget

● For high performing campaigns that tend to go out of budget, consider increasing your daily budget to avoid 
potential loss of sales.

Optimizing your campaigns
TRACK YOUR CAMPAIGNS: 
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Getting started
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: Is there a limit to the campaigns that we can create?
A: No, there is no limit to the number of campaigns you can create.
 
Q: What offers should I put in my ad group?
A: When creating an ad group, you should first choose the SKUs you wish to advertise based on your business goals.  Your 
business goals could be to drive sales of a new offer to generate reviews, to increase sales of SKUs with low glance views, 
to increase visibility of SKUs in competitive categories, etc.  Once you’ve decided which SKUs to advertise, group SKUs 
with similar characteristics into Ad Groups.
 
Q: How much should I bid?
A:  You should bid as much as you are willing to pay for a click.  As a new advertiser, you may wish to bid at £.05 or £.10 
for your keywords.  Sponsored Products provides a report which you can download and view average winning bids for the 
keywords you select.  To increase volume, you may want to download the report and then revise your bids.
 
Q: Can I get a click credit to try out the program?
A: Yes, since you already registered during our click promotion period, you will already have a click credit in your Account!
 
Q: Is there a minimum bid?
A: Yes, our minimum bid is £0.02, although we recommend bidding higher depending on your comfort and the performance 
of the keyword.
 
Q: Where can I get keywords?
A:  When you create ads in Campaign Manager, you can view and select relevant keywords for all of the ads in your ad 
group by clicking on ‘Recommended keywords for your SKUs’.
 
Q: Should each keyword be a single or multiple words?
A: A keyword can be either a single word or multiple words.
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Eligibility and Strategy
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Eligibility
Q: My [apparel, HPC] SKUs are showing ineligible.  How can they become eligible for the program?
A: Currently, these categories are gated to new advertisers. You should contact seller support to initiate the ungating 
process
 
Q: Can Sponsored Product ads be used for items in the Sexual Wellness category?
A: No, Sponsored Products cannot be used for items in the Sexual Wellness category at this time.

Strategy
Q: If there is a search term my ASIN is weak on, can using sponsored product ads help my ranking for that particular term?
A:  Sponsored Products provides the opportunity for your ad to show up on page 1 of the search results for any relevant 
product.  Also, anecdotally, some merchants have reported that sales driven by Sponsored Products have contributed to 
natural search ranking improvements.
 
Q: What is a good value for Advertising Cost of Sale (ACoS)?
A: We know approaches to advertising vary across businesses, products and seasons, so we don’t make any 
recommendations about managing to a specific ACoS value.  Instead, we provide you with ACoS and other helpful 
measurements so that you can see if Sponsored Products is meeting your advertising goals.
 
Q: Why purchase Sponsored Products ads if you typically have 100% of the buy box?
A: Even if you have 100% of the buy box, your product may not appear in the first page of natural search results.  
Sponsored Products provides the opportunity for your product to be seen on page 1 of search results by customers 
searching for relevant terms and can help drive traffic to your other offers.
 
Q: Should we prioritize New ASINs or ASINs that have better conversion rate to ensure a better ROI?
A: An argument can be made for either – we recommend starting with whatever your top priority is.  New ASINs can benefit 
from Sponsored Products by gaining exposure and ASINs with strong conversion rates can provide a favorable ROI.
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Manual vs. automatic targeting
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Q: If you create two campaigns (an automatic and manual for the same product) will you be bidding the cost up for 
yourself?
A: No, you will never compete against yourself.
 
Q: Can I remove or bid lower on specific keywords in the automatic targeted campaign?
A: No, we don’t have that capability at this time.  However, you are able to run a manual campaign simultaneously with only 
the keywords you select at the bids you select.
 
Q: Will I be able to see the keywords Amazon selects for me if I use automatic targeting?
A: Yes, you will be able to download a report that shows you all the keywords your ads received impressions against.
 
Q: How does Amazon determine which keywords to use for my products?
A: Amazon looks at your product details such as the title, description, and manufacturer to determine all relevant keywords 
for your ad.
 
Q: Can I flip my automatic targeted campaign to a manual targeted campaign and vice versa?
A: No, but you may use the learnings from your automatic targeted campaign to create a new manual targeted campaign.
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Bidding and the Buy Box
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Bidding
Q: How can I ensure that I do not over bid on keyword advertising?
A: You may check the “bid by keyword” report as a reference to the average winning bid of a keyword to ensure you are 
not bidding drastically higher than the average winning bid.
 
Q: If I'm bidding for two products with different same keywords in different campaigns, am I competing with myself?
A: No, you will never compete with yourself.
 
Q: How do I know what bid will optimize clicks?
A: After you launch your campaign you are able to use the “bid by keyword” and “campaign performance” reports to gauge 
performance and bids.  The “bid by keyword” report will tell you what the average winning bid is for each keyword and the 
“campaign performance report” will tell you how each keyword is performing for your campaign.
 
Buy Box
Q: Why do you not receive impressions if you are not in the buy box?
A: You do have to be winning the buy box for your ad to be displayed.  We want to avoid sending customers to a product 
detail page if another seller is winning the buy box so they don’t potentially gain a sale from your advertisement.
 
Q: Previously you could only advertise products if you were in buy box. Has amazon changed that? Now I can place ad 
even though my offer is not in the buy box.
A: You are able to include ads in your campaigns when they’re not winning the buy box, however the ads will only serve 
when you are winning the buy box.
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Keywords and Reporting
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Keywords
Q: Does Amazon have a way for us to see the most relevant search terms for our types of products?
A:  Sponsored Products provides “suggested keywords” when you are setting up a manually targeted campaign, which is a 
great way to see relevant search terms for your products.  However, we do not provide insight into volume of keyword 
searches at this time.
 
Q: If keywords I've entered in my campaign get very few or no impressions, should I increase the bid or just archive them?
A: You can download the “bid by keyword” report to learn the average winning bid for those keywords.  If you feel 
comfortable raising your bid to compete with the average winning bid then you should consider raising your bid.  We don’t 
recommend archiving keywords simply because they are not getting very many impressions.

Q: When using the automatic keyword targeting for Sponsored Products, will we see what keyword Amazon deemed 
relevant?
A: Yes, you will be able to download an “Automatic Targeting Report” which will show you all keywords that received clicks 
for your automatic targeted campaign.
 
Reporting
Q: How long does it take to update the sales information in the visual report?
A: We use a 7-day sales attribution window in the Campaign Manager UI, so sales may update for up to seven days after 
the user clicked on the ad.
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